evolution is a random, unguided process. 4 So does Plantinga accept contemporary evolutionary theory? Does he accept Darwin's theory of natural selection operating in conjunction with random genetic mutations? In short: is he a friend of evolutionary science? or does he instead endorse that component of Intelligent Design Theory that claims that the evidence from evolutionary science shows that God must have tinkered via miracles with the unfolding of the evolutionary process?
The very fact that the answers to these questions are in doubt suggests that something is amiss. Who is to blame for this confusion? Some might blame Plantinga for not being sufficiently clear on these topics. others might blame his readers for not paying careful enough attention to what he wrote. Here's a different suggestion: even if his readers' lack of clarity about his views is partially due to one or the other of the two causes just mentioned, it's due in large part to the fact that this is a hot-button issue and Plantinga's views resist simple formulation. If one ventures an opinion on a hot-button issue, where people are ready to object strongly if they think you hold the wrong view, a nuanced statement of a complicated view stands a good chance of making people think you are subtly trying to mask your dissent from the position they hold. my goal here is to bring some clarity to this issue by considering Plantinga's answers in WTCrl to certain questions, framed in a way that will hopefully reduce confusion. What we want to get clear on is whether Plantinga, in WTCrl, is opposing evolutionary science. I hope to make headway on this matter as follows. First, I will consider what sorts of things count as opposing evolutionary science. Second, I will highlight three key questions, one having to do with whether God is specially involved in evolutionary history, and the other two having to do with the rationale for the answer to the first question. Third, I will examine various answers to these three key questions, including Plantinga's in WTCrl, and consider which of them are unfriendly to evolutionary science. I will close with a few additional questions for Plantinga. 4 or at least it seems this is Dennett's view, given the following remarks by Jennifer Schuessler in 'Philosopher Sticks up for God' , The New York Times (December 13, 2011) , which can be found online at <http://www.nytimes.com/2011/12/14/books/alvinplantingas-new-book-on-god-and-science.html> [accessed 17/09/2013] : 'mr. Dennett was even harsher, calling mr. Plantinga "exhibit A of how religious beliefs can damage or hinder or disable a philosopher", not to mention a poor student of biology. evolution is a random, unguided process, he said, and mr. Plantinga's effort to leave room for divine intervention is simply wishful thinking. ' I. WHAT Notice that one can disagree with the experts in stronger or weaker ways about what the evolutionary evidence shows. Suppose that most experts in evolutionary biology think that the evolutionary evidence shows that p. one might disagree with the experts by thinking any one of the following:
(i) the evidence supports not-p; (ii) the evidence does not support p; (iii) it isn't clear whether the evidence supports p; (iv) the evidence supports p but not as strongly as the experts think. 5 This possibility helps us to make sense of the review of WTCrl by bradley monton and logan Paul Gage -see the International Journal for Philosophy of Religion, 72 (2012) , 53-57 -in which they suggest that it might be better for Plantinga to claim that his views are 'compatible with all major empirical findings of evolutionary biology, rather than Darwinian theory itself ' (as espoused by Darwin and by leading Darwinians).
6 or a person might disagree with the experts by thinking the evidence supports p while the experts think one of the following:
(i) the evidence supports not-p; (ii) the evidence does not support p; (iii) it isn't clear whether the evidence supports p; (iv) the evidence supports p but not as strongly as that person thinks.
moving from (i) to (iv), we move from stronger to weaker ways of disagreeing with the experts. Disagreeing with the experts in way (i) will create much more suspicion and require much more defence than disagreeing with them in way (iv). likewise, friendship with science is more likely to be jeopardized by disagreeing with the experts in way (i) than by disagreeing with them in way (iv). Hence, in determining whether someone is a friend of science, it is important to be clear on what sort of disagreement that person has with the experts. It's also important to distinguish opposing evolutionary science from each of the following:
(a) holding views about evolution that aren't supported by scientific evidence (evolutionary or otherwise); (b) holding views about evolution that aren't held by the majority of experts in evolutionary biology. With regard to (a), many scientists believe -for religious reasons and not on the basis of scientific evidence -in the central miracle of Christianity, namely, that Jesus rose from the dead. 7 This doesn't count as opposing what the scientific evidence shows because the scientific evidence shows only that, given the causal closure of the physical universe, events such as the resurrection of Jesus never have happened and never will.
8 Scientific evidence doesn't tell us that the physical universe is causally closed or that that particular alleged miracle didn't occur or that there is no adequate religious evidence for believing that such a miracle occurred. Similarly, believing, for religious reasons, that God performed a particular miracle in evolutionary history doesn't automatically count as opposing evolutionary science. evolutionary biology tells us the mechanisms by which evolutionary history unfolds when there is no special divine (i.e., miraculous) involvement, but not whether there ever was such 8 under certain interpretations of quantum mechanics, this might not be true (see WTCrl pp. 94-6 & 118-9 for some discussion of this point). but at the very least, we could say that science shows that, given the causal closure of the physical universe, such events are astronomically improbable. involvement (just as medical and biological science tells us what happens with dead bodies when there is no special divine involvement, but not whether there ever was such involvement).
With regard to (b), most experts in evolutionary biology think that Jesus did not rise from the dead (presumably because they don't think they have any scientific evidence for believing this and they don't think they have any good religious evidence either). A scientist who is not in this majority might recognize this fact about these experts, acknowledge that there is insufficient scientific evidence for believing in Jesus' resurrection, and yet still believe, for religious reasons, that that particular miracle occurred. This wouldn't count as opposing science, since the experts in evolutionary biology aren't, as such, experts on whether the physical universe is causally closed or whether God exists or whether God raised Jesus from the dead or whether religious evidence for believing in such a miracle is adequate. 9 The same points hold if we are talking about miraculous involvement on a particular occasion in the unfolding of evolutionary history. Someone might grant that most experts in evolutionary biology think no such miracle occurred and that we lack scientific evidence for believing in such a miracle and yet still believe, for religious reasons, that such a miracle occurred on a particular occasion. This wouldn't automatically count as opposing science any more than believing in the resurrection of Christ automatically counts as opposing science.
10
Also related to (b) is the fact that it's important to distinguish what most experts say about evolution from what they say about what the evolutionary evidence shows. It may be that the most experts say that 09 one problem is that scientists simply don't have enough data to determine via scientific means exactly what happened at all times and places in the past. Hence, as Kenneth miller says at edge.org: 'Claims of demonstrative miracles in the past, such as the virgin birth or the resurrection cannot be tested empirically, because there are no data from which to work. on such claims, science has nothing to say one way or the other. ' miller's comments can be found online at: <http://www.edge.org/3rd_culture/ coyne09/coyne09_index.html#miller> [accessed 17/09/2013] .
10 one would, of course, want to consider what the religious evidence is for believing in such a miracle (just as in the case of believing in the resurrection of Jesus). but in evaluating such evidence, one's expertise as a scientist or evolutionary biologist might not be especially relevant. For some discussion of the religious evidence for believing that Jesus was raised from the dead (or that God intentionally brought about humans), see Alvin Plantinga, Warranted Christian Belief (New York: oxford university Press, 2000), pp. 170-84, 241-89, & 374-80. evolutionary history is unguided by God 11 but they wouldn't say that the evolutionary evidence shows that evolutionary history is unguided by God. opposing the experts when they aren't speaking about what the evidence shows is much less likely to count as opposing science. moreover, if most experts did say that the scientific evidence shows that evolutionary history is unguided by God, then (on this matter) nonexperts don't owe them the same deference, since their expertise hasn't qualified them for drawing this sort of theological conclusion from the scientific evidence. Hence, opposing experts in evolutionary biology when they draw this theological conclusion from the evidence is much less likely to count as opposing what the evidence shows or being unfriendly to evolutionary science.
II. THree KeY QueSTIoNS
We are looking into whether Plantinga is a friend of evolutionary science. The main reason people think he isn't a friend of evolutionary science is that they are concerned about his views on God's involvement in the unfolding of evolutionary history. Thus, the key questions I want to focus on have to do with what one thinks about God's involvement in evolutionary history and why one thinks what one does. It's important to consider both sorts of questions. In the previous section, we saw thatwhen considering whether someone is opposing science in thinking a miracle, such as the resurrection of Jesus, has occurred -it matters why they think that miracle has occurred, in particular, whether they think the scientific evidence shows it or whether they believe it on the basis of religious evidence alone. 12 before getting to the three key questions, I'll need to do a little more stage setting. First, how shall we think of evolution? Following Plantinga, we can say that it includes the common ancestry thesis (that terrestrial life originated at one place on earth and all subsequent earthly life descended from it), the thesis of descent with modification (that the diversity of living things arose by way of offspring differing in small ways from their immediate ancestors), and the progress thesis (that life has progressed from simple unicellular life to more complex organisms such as humans). Plantinga endorses these three theses, along with the view that the process has taken a long time (i.e., most of the earth's 4.5 11 Perhaps because they think there is no God or because they have views on what God would prefer to do or on how best to understand the doctrine of divine providence.
12 See WTCrl, pp. 8-11 and p. 41, n. 16. billion years). 12 If we say that endorsing these four claims is sufficient for endorsing evolution, then clearly Plantinga does endorse evolution.
A further question is whether Plantinga thinks there are naturalistic mechanisms driving the evolutionary process -the most popular candidate being natural selection winnowing random genetic mutation. If he does, we can say he endorses Darwinism, which includes the four claims above plus this view about natural mechanisms driving the evolutionary process.
13 but the question of whether Plantinga endorses Darwinism, so understood, is complicated by the fact that he thinks that God is intimately involved with the unfolding of evolutionary history, even if that unfolding process is driven by a mechanism relying on random genetic mutation.
14 Notice that there are two main kinds of ways God might be involved with the evolutionary process: God might act in special ways that depart from the ordinary routine unfolding of the evolutionary process (these special actions are miracles); or God might be involved in an ordinary routine way. Here are some examples of the latter kind of involvement:
Conservationism: At all times that it exists, the entire physical universe depends on God's conserving it in existence with all the causal powers that it and its part have.
15
Theistic Hidden Variable View (THV): A hidden variable interpretation of quantum mechanics (Qm) is true and we live in an ultimately deterministic universe; God set things in motion at the big bang and watched the evolutionary process unfold in exactly the way he planned, in accord with the deterministic laws he selected.
16
Divine Collapse-Causation View (DCC): The GrW interpretation of Qm is true, so macroscopic objects like our bodies are definitely located not continuously but only intermittently when the wave 13 of course it is also perfectly standard to refer to the combination of these five claims as 'evolution' .
14 How can genetic mutation be both random and guided by God? Plantinga discusses this question in WTCrl, pp. 11-12 and it comes up in section 3 of this article as well.
15 According to this doctrine, without divine conservation, the universe would cease to exist like the bubbles in a cup of water disappear when the child stops blowing through the straw in the cup.
16 on this proposal, you might think God acts in a special out-of-the-ordinary and non-routine way when he sets things up. That may be true. but on this account he doesn't get involved in any special way in the unfolding of evolutionary history; at most he gets specially involved in getting the process started at the big bang. function collapses, which occurs multiple times per second; and God (rather than nothing at all) causes each successive collapse to go to the particular eigenstate it goes to rather than another.
17
In each of these three examples, God is intimately involved with the unfolding of the evolutionary process; but his involvement, while genuine, does not result in anything out of the ordinary occurring in evolutionary history, nothing that doesn't happen all the time, as a matter of course.
of interest, for our purposes, are not these ordinary routine ways God might be involved but, rather, the special ways, out of the ordinary routine, in which God might be involved in the unfolding of evolutionary history.
18 As an example, consider genetic mutation and suppose that Kenneth miller is right that quantum indeterminacy is manifested at the level of gene mutation, so that it isn't determined whether a particular mutation will occur; instead, it is only probable to a certain degree that it will occur. 19 Suppose also that God wants to guarantee the occurrence of that particular mutation and so he gets specially involved and causes it. In fact, suppose that God tinkers in this way with the evolutionary process, not constantly or in regular ways but on numerous occasions. Notice that this sort of tinkering could happen in three different ways. First, it could happen in a way that is in principle undetectable by empirical science. This is because science tells us only that there will be certain probabilistic patterns in the results of indeterministic causal processes, not that any particular undetermined result will occur on a particular occasion.
17 See WTCrl, pp. 115-21 for a fuller development of this view. The nontheistic alternative version of the GrW (Ghirardi-rimini-Weber) interpretation is, as suggested in the text, that nothing causes these collapses to go to the particular eigenstates they go to rather than to alternative eigenstates (though there may be a predictable probabilistic pattern to the results of the successive collapses If God tinkers with the gene mutation process in a way that is in accord with the probabilistic patterns scientists have learned to expect, then even if he tinkers fairly often, his involvement will be in principle undetectable by empirical science. 20 This kind of divine tinkering with the mutation process is compatible with the process being random in the senses in which scientists are warranted in claiming that it is random, since science is in principle ignorant about whether this kind of tinkering occurs. 21 Second, God could tinker with the evolutionary process in a way that has not been detected by science but which is in principle detectable by science (perhaps because science could in principle discover that some extremely unlikely kinds of events have been occurring surprisingly often). Third, God could do this in a way that is both detectable and actually detected by science.
22
With this background in place, we can now state the three key questions. Here's the first:
(1) Do you think God is involved in some special, out-of-the-ordinary, non-routine way in the unfolding of evolutionary history? This question could be answered with a 'yes, ' a 'no, ' or a 'maybe' . The second and third questions follow up on the 'yes' and 'maybe' answers to question 1 by asking for the rationale for those answers. To help focus our discussion, I will also mention some possible answers a person might give to these questions: 21 If evolutionary scientists claim that the mutation process is random in the sense that God is not tinkering at all, not even in a way that is in principle undetectable by science, they are obviously going beyond what the scientific evidence reveals.
22 Instead of focusing on God's tinkering with indeterministic gene mutation processes, we could have focused on God's tinkering with other evolution-relevant indeterministic processes in the three ways just mentioned (processes affecting not gene mutation but, for example, the environments of organisms in evolutionary history).
23 The lists of possible answers aren't meant to be exhaustive. unicellular life to some actual complex organisms we know of, in which case these organisms are better explained by appeal to at least some special activity of God than by completely unguided naturalistic mechanisms.
(b) religious evidence of some kind (e.g., sacred texts or religious experience) strongly suggests that God intentionally brought about humans and that could happen only if God was specially involved in the unfolding of evolutionary history (otherwise, the existence of humans wouldn't be guaranteed).
(c) religious evidence of some kind strongly suggests in some other way that God was specially involved in the unfolding of evolutionary history. (a) Given the evolutionary evidence, it may, for all we know, be prohibitively improbable that there is an evolutionary pathway (that would fit within the allotted time frame and involve only unguided mechanisms such as natural selection, spandrelism, and genetic drift) from simple unicellular life to some actual complex organisms we know of, in which case these organisms may be better explained by appeal to at least some special activity of God than by completely unguided naturalistic mechanisms. (b) religious evidence of some kind (e.g., sacred texts or religious experience) strongly suggests that God intentionally brought about humans in particular and that may, for all we know, have happened via God's being specially involved in the unfolding of evolutionary history. (c) religious evidence of some kind suggests in some other way that God may, for all we know, have been specially involved in the unfolding of evolutionary history. In the next section, I will be considering which of these answers are unfriendly to evolutionary science and which are not.
III. WHICH ANSWerS Are uNFrIeNDlY
To eVoluTIoNArY SCIeNCe? let's begin by considering a 'yes' answer to question 1. Notice that someone could say 'yes' to 1, reject option 2a, and take option 2b or 2c instead. In so doing, that person would be saying that God's special involvement is not of the 'actually scientifically detected' variety but is, instead, of the 'scientifically undetected but detectable' variety or the 'in principle scientifically undetectable' variety. 25 For reasons mentioned in section 1, options 2b and 2c don't seem to count as opposing evolutionary science any more than one opposes science by believing, for religious reasons, in the resurrection of Christ while acknowledging that we lack scientific evidence for this belief. but what shall we say of someone who says 'yes' to 1 and takes option 2a? This seems to be the position endorsed by behe.
26 Does this count as opposing evolutionary science? It is widely believed that it does, on the grounds that, contra behe, the evidence does not suggest that an evolutionary pathway (of the kind mentioned in 2a) to some known organism is prohibitively improbable.
27
Consider next a 'maybe' response to question 1. At places in WTCrl (e.g., pp. 11-16), Plantinga gives this answer and highlights 3b as a rationale for doing so. Does this count as opposing evolutionary science? Consider this question first as applied to the position of taking option 3b while rejecting option 3a. This position doesn't claim that the scientific evidence shows that an evolutionary pathway to some known organism is prohibitively improbable or even that it may, for all we know, be prohibitively improbable. Those probability judgments have nothing to do with this position's rationale for saying that God might have been specially involved in evolutionary history. Instead, the rationale has to do with the belief (based on religious evidence, not scientific evidence) that God has intentionally brought about humans.
28 but how can God intentionally bring about humans via evolution if the gene mutation on which evolution depends is significantly influenced by quantum level causation, which is widely believed to be indeterministic and random? There are several possible answers, which were mentioned above.
29
It may be that THV is true. In that case, gene mutation would still be random from the perspective of current science, in the same sense in which a sequence of coin tosses would be random from our perspective even if we lived in a deterministic 29 universe. 30 or it may be that DCC is true and that indeterministic quantum-level causation and any gene mutation significantly affected by it are random from the scientific perspective, despite the fact that each of the many-times-per-second wave-function collapses is caused by God to occur in the way it does.
31
In that case, evolutionary history could have been intentionally brought about by God, no matter how it went. Now consider someone who believed, for scientific reasons, in Darwinian evolution and who also believed, for religious reasons, that God intentionally brought about humans. Such a person might think the following: either THV is true or DCC is true or God got specially involved in the unfolding of evolutionary history, tinkering with it in either a scientifically undetectable way or a scientifically detectable but undetected way. 32 A person who thought this would believe, for religious reasons, that God may, for all we know, have been specially involved in the evolutionary process. Does holding that view count as opposing evolutionary science? It seems not. Thinking that God may have been involved in evolutionary history in a routine way -because either THV 29 The first two possible answers discussed here (i.e., THV and DCC) don't speak of special involvement by God in evolutionary history. but their relevance to question 3, which does focus on special involvement by God, will become apparent below.
30 Insofar as 19th century biologists (who had never heard of quantum indeterminacy) believed that the genetic mutation involved in natural selection was random or by chance, they presumably thought it was random in this sense. 31 The only difference between the DCC version of evolutionary history and an atheistic GrW version of it is that in the former case God causes each spontaneous collapse and in the latter case nothing causes these collapses to turn out precisely as they do. either way, the actual physical history is the same. And the former is random in every way that science can confirm that the latter is random. (It's true that the evolutionary process is not random in the DCC case if being random requires that God is not causing the genetic mutations involved. but science doesn't show us that the evolutionary process is random in that sense.) 32 Since we're focusing on the sort of position taken by someone who rejects 3a, the option of God's tinkering in a scientifically detected way isn't among the disjuncts.
or DCC is true -presents no challenge at all to the conclusions of the majority of experts in evolutionary science; it simply accepts them and adds that God is behind it all. And thinking, for religious reasons, that God may, for all we know, have been specially involved in evolutionary history in a way that is scientifically undetectable, or at least scientifically undetected, also doesn't oppose any conclusions of evolutionary biologyno more than does a belief, held for religious reasons, that a blind man may, for all we know, have been miraculously healed by Jesus, despite the fact that we have no scientific evidence for this conclusion.
So, by endorsing 3b, Plantinga isn't, thereby, opposing evolutionary science. However, Plantinga also endorses 3a. He disagrees with behe, who thinks that we can see, in light of the evolutionary evidence, that evolutionary pathways to certain organisms (e.g., bacterial flagellum) are prohibitively improbable.
33 but he also disagrees with Dawkins who thinks we can see, in light of the evolutionary evidence, that evolutionary pathways to certain organisms (e.g., the mammalian eye) are not prohibitively improbable. Plantinga's view is that we simply can't tell whether these pathways are prohibitively improbable.
34 Does this oppose evolutionary science? And if so, how much?
Dawkins thinks that the evolutionary evidence supports the following claim:
eP: A not-too-long evolutionary pathway from unicellular life to the mammalian eye (in a system without any special divine tinkering) is not prohibitively improbable.
35
Plantinga disagrees, not by thinking the evolutionary evidence supports the denial of eP but only by thinking it isn't clear that it supports eP. Is this opposing evolutionary science? It threatens to only if (a) most experts in evolutionary biology agree with Dawkins that the evolutionary evidence supports eP and (b) they are right. let's suppose that's so. even then Plantinga's disagreement only weakly opposes science in the sense that he says it isn't clear that a certain probability assessment, endorsed by the majority of the experts, is correct. Does that make him unfriendly to science? If that's unfriendly, it's not very unfriendly. 33 WTCrl, 35 I say 'not-too-long' because the evidence we have suggests that the evolutionary pathway in question must be shorter than 4 billion years.
IV. Some QueSTIoNS For PlANTINGA our goal has been to consider whether Plantinga is a friend of evolutionary science. We've discovered one way in which he might be at least a little unfriendly toward science: he thinks it isn't clear whether the evolutionary evidence supports eP whereas most experts, who presumably are better judges than he is on this matter in virtue of their scientific training, think the evolutionary evidence supports eP (or so we're assuming). In light of the discussion above, my first two questions for Plantinga are:
(1) Am I right in saying that, in WTCrl, your answer to key question 1 is 'maybe' and that you take both option 3a and option 3b in response to question 3?
(2) Do you think that your view on whether the evolutionary evidence supports eP makes you at least somewhat unfriendly toward evolutionary science?
There is an additional way in which Plantinga has appeared to some to be unfriendly to evolutionary science. It has to do with some older work by Plantinga, not mentioned in WTCrl, in which he seemed even more unfriendly to evolutionary science, thinking (contrary to what most experts tell us) that it is more likely that various species were specially created 36 by God (and that the common ancestry thesis is false) than that Darwinian evolution is true. There he wrote:
[I]t isn't particularly likely, given the Christian faith and the biological evidence, that God created all the flora and fauna by way of some mechanism involving common ancestry. and Perhaps [God created the multifarious forms of life] by broadly evolutionary means, but then again perhaps not. At the moment, 'perhaps not' seems the better answer. 37 36 God's specially creating a species is opposed to the thesis of common ancestry. It is thus quite different from the view that God was specially involved in the unfolding of evolutionary history (tinkering on occasion with the gene mutation process or the environmental conditions), which is perfectly compatible with the thesis of common ancestry.
37 See Alvin Plantinga, 'When Faith and reason Clash: evolution and the bible' , Christian Scholar's Review, 21 (1991), 28 & 29 . See also p. 22 where he says: 'The two hypotheses to be compared are (1) the claim that God has created us in such a way that
